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A Guide to Choosing Your Next UPS and Generator
Generator Associates - the power supply specialists, offer some practical
advice on what to consider when choosing your next generator and UPS.
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As you probably know, downtime is not an option for any data centre, office, Telecoms, bank, hotel or factory. Loss of
power means loss of working machinery, lighting, & importantly profit and customer satisfaction.

Generator

Associates Ltd have used their 20 years of experience in the industry, to provide some useful factors for consideration
when choosing your next backup or standby generator & UPS system.
First some noteworthy comments:
Generators are more practical for standby power systems due to their cost, size and weight.
Generators are the best option when anything more than half a day’s power is required.
Generators do not need to be used alone, but multiple generators can be synchronised and their output joined.
Generators can be combined with a UPS & ATS to enable automatic changeover and continuous power.
Points to consider when deciding upon your new generator:
Do you want a diesel generator or gas. Diesel generators are common because diesel is low cost, stable over time, and
has low flammability. Are there any restrictions on exhaust emissions or noise.
Where will the generator be located – inside or outside. Are there any size restrictions. What about ventilation?
What items do you need to power, and what is the required power in total.
Does the new generator or UPS system need to work with existing standby power systems.
Do you want maintenance included with your generator or UPS system.
Many business professionals do not have the time or desire to spend time assessing all these considerations and more.
This is what Generator Associates does. They help busy professionals who know they have a power supply problem,
but do not know (or want to know) the technical details of how to solve it. Generator Associates are experts and will
assess their client’s situation and provide a rapid solution, saving them time and money. Whether it is a generator or
UPS sale, hire, lease, maintenance or installation you require, Generator Associates provide the solutions. Call them now
on UK 01623 624005 or visit their website www.generatorassociates.com.
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For further information please contact:
Claire Sinclair. Tel: 01623 624005. Email: claire.sinclair@generatorassociates.com
Notes to Editors
Generator Associates Ltd are the fastest growing auxiliary power generation company in the UK, with over 20 years experience
in all aspects of backup power generation and finance. They supply a range of generators from 1kw to 3000kva, and offer
leasing packages to take the sting out of the tail of Capital Expenditure, generating low fixed monthly rentals. Generators
available for hire include 50Kva, 80Kva, 100Kva, 150Kva, 200Kva, 250Kva, 300Kva, 350Kva, 400Kva, 450Kva, 500Kva, 600Kva,
800Kva, 1000Kva, 1250Kva, 1500Kva amongst others. To ensure clients requirements are fully met, they advise, supply,
finance, and maintain a wide range of generators and UPS from the worlds leading manufacturers including SDMO, Cummins,
GenAss, F.G Wilson, and Pramac.
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